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IntelektI Publishing was founded in 1994 and 

since then it has regularly published books for Geor-

gian and non-Georgian schools.

every year Intelekti publishes more than 300 books, 

among them: fiction and documentary prose; clas-

sical and modern poetry and prose; academic and 

scientific literature written in Georgian as well as 

translated from other languages.

Intelekti Publishing has several series, among them 

most popular are: 100 Poems, notes and Diaries, 

The nobel Prize Winners and Intelekti for Schools.

Intelekti regularly participates in various interna-

tional book fairs, actively promoting Georgian liter-

ature outside Georgia.
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born in 1931. 

Worked for the magazine Tsiskari (The Daybreak) 
(1958-64), was chief editor of the magazine sabchoTa 
khelovneba (The Soviet art) (1973-81), from 1991 he was 
reading a course of lectures in dramaturgy at Georgia’s Theater 
and Cinema Institute, in 1997-2008 he was chief editor of the 
magazine MnaTobi (The luminary).

he published the first collection of poetry in 1956. Since that 
time many of his books have been published.

novels: noon (1963), a Pool (1972), a CaCtuS GarDen 
(1994), breuGhel’S moon (2007).

tamaz Chiladze’s books are translated into many languages of 
the world, among them into French, english, ukrainian, Span-
ish, Italian, Czech, Slovak, Serb, hungarian, bulgarian, Polish, 
turkish, armenian, estonian, and latvian, lithuanian.

his plays are staged at theatres, both in Georgia and abroad 
(in the form of television performances).

The plays were staged by celebrated producers.

Producer robert Sturua staged the following performances at 
the rustaveli Theater according to tamaz Chiladze’s plays: a 
role For a Debutante, the vISItInG Day, a bIrD 
haS DIeD In the Grove, the huntInG SeaSon.

In 1996 the radio broadcasting corporation of Western Ger-
many awarded him the first prize for the play the Quartet 
oF the ParaDISe.

In 1999 he was nominated for the title of the inTernaTion-
al PersonaliTy of 1999-2000 by the Cambridge Interna-
tional Center of biographies.

tamaz ChIlaDze 
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The novel is about an individual’s solitude 
which is particularly acutely felt in the 
modern world of the hitherto unseen tech-
nological advancements.

The plot focuses on a rather dramatic 
 relationship between a well-known psy-
chiatrist and the wife of a foreign country’s 
ambassador. it transpires that she is the 
daughter of an astrophysicist and the guest 
from the outer space, who was stranded on 
earth after his aircraft had an accident.

very different characters appear in the 
narrative: doctors, embassy employees, 
the state security officers, lunatics and 
dissidents locked in the soviet psychiatric 
 institutions...

Brueghel’s Moon
novel. georgian. 148 pages 
published: 2007
rights held: World rights

rights sold to:
brueGhel’S moon
(novel)
Dalkey archieve press, 
usa, 2014

english and russian sample 
translation available. 
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IraklI SamSonaDze 

born in 1961.

In 1983 he graduated from the journalistic department of the 
tbilisi State university.

his first play at mIDnIGht was published in the magazine 
khelovneba (art) in 1985.

Published books: 

the trIPtICh (plays, 2000); Suburb (stories, 2003); a 
turkey’S eGG (2010).

Publishing house Intelekti published Irakli Samsonadze’s tril-
ogy leah’S tIme (2010), a CuShIon (2012), the ClouD 
CalleD DarInDa (2012) and collection of short stories 
FrIGhteneD Street (2013).

about 15 plays by Irakli Samsonadze were staged in all the 
operating theaters in Georgia.

awards: 

State prize in literature (the collection of plays the trIPtICh, 2001)

The literary prize kvali (for the short novel a CuShIon, 2002).

The literary prize saba for the monopoly Granny marIam, 
or a traditional Georgian Festive table (2003).

The first prize of the competition of mikheil tumanishvili foun-
dation a new GeorGian Play (for the play a ClInICal 
marrIaGe, 2010).

The literary prize saba for prose collection FrIGhteneD 
Street (2013)
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irakli samsonadze’s novel covers the last decade of the 20th century, the 
time when bureaucracy and profiteering boomed in poverty-stricken 
georgia. 

The protagonist of the novel is a writer who sees himself as a respectable 
member of the society of the has-beens. The reality of those years looked 
something like this: the taxi driver – a former builder, the company own-
er – a former doctor, the politician – a former athlete, the merchant – a 
former farmer, the petty smuggler – a writer once upon a time. 

the cushion narrates about the people and the country buried under 
the empire ruins. The novel describes a whole range of human emotions, 
recalls numerous significant events of the recent past, all told following 
the flow of life. 

original in its form, the one-paragraph novel renders the reality of the 
post-soviet georgia in a truthful and objective way, without undue embel-
lishments. it is regarded as one of the most authentic and reliable piece of 
fiction written about the 1990s.

 

the cushion
novel. georgian. 136 pages 
published: 2012 
rights held: World rights 

rights sold to:
the CuShIon (novel)
antares publishing, 
armenia, 2014;
palombi & partner s.r.l., 
italy, 2015

raven ColoreD 
anD aShen ColoreD 
haIr (short story) 
modern Georgian Short 
Stories, gece kitaplığı, 
turkey, 2015;
modern Georgian 
Prose anthology, aDk 
publishing, azerbaijan 
2015

english sample translation 
available. 
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born in 1950. 

his literary debut took place in the magazine Tsiskari 
(Down) with the story a boy WaS kIlleD in 1969. he has 
about 20 stories published. They are translated into many 
languages (one of his stories GooDbye, my laDy has just 
been published in tokyo in a literary almanach of european 
writers in the Japanese language).

lasha tabukashvili is also the author of plays (a WounD, It 
IS SPrInG beyonD the ShutterS, an olD Waltz, 
they are tamInG a SParroW-haWk, roaDS GoInG 
toWarDS you, but he haS not alloWeD It to me, 
In the PlaCe oF a Former ChurCh, What DoeS 
It matter that the Wet lIlaC IS Wet?, SnoW-
WhIte SnoW, an aSteroID) staged at almost all the 
academic theaters of the former Soviet union, also in Czecho-
slovakia, Germany and translated into many languages.

In 1998-1999 the well-known new-york eugene o’neill dra-
ma center twice enrolled lasha tabukashvili into the list of 
the best playwrights of the 20th century, and after the milleni-
um he found himself in the list of a hundred best playwrights 
of all times.

In 2006 he was awarded Shota rustaveli prize.

GIve uS another SmIle, GWynPlaIne is lasha tabu-
kashvili’s first novel published in 2014 by Intelekti Publishing.

laSha tabukaShvIlI
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The novel has two protagonists: Beka ishkhneli, 24, and lazare ishkhneli, 62. 
The former lives in tbilisi, georgia, the latter is an american. however, it can 
be said that these two are halves of one entity split in two. lazare’s father, otar 
ishkhneli was one of the conspirators of the 1924 anti-soviet rebellion. it was 
in that distant year that the ishkhneli family split: the idealist stayed behind, 
while the rationally practical one emigrated. This seems to be the reason that 
Beka and lazare fail to understand each other, both having their own, diago-
nally opposing viewpoints.

having arrived to georgia, lazare finds himself in the country of paradox-
es. it is the place where they start business without a comprehensive plan, 
where nurses allow themselves to teach surgeons because they believe they are 
more nationally-minded. it is the country where con men spent more money 
on entertaining those they are going to trick than what they get from their 
 deception.

The novel opens with a gunshot – the artist shoots at his self-portrait, sym-
bolically executing himself. The motive of self-destruction becomes one of the 
focal points of the narrative.

give us another sMile, gWynplaine was shortlisted in literary 
prize Saba for the best novel of the year 2015.

give us another sMile, 
gWynplaine
novel. georgian. 312 pages 
published: 2014

english sample translation 
available.
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born in 1967.

he finished school in Sukhumi and graduated from the Phi-
lology Department of Sukhumi State university. In 1986-88 
he served in the army. after the abkhazia War he has lived in 
tbilisi with a refugee status.

he tried many professions but has been regularly publishing his 
works since 2002. In 2007-2009 he was published in russia in 
magazines neva, Druzhba naroDov and kreChatIk.

In 2002 he won the competition organized by the Diogene 
Publishers. The same year he won the third prize in the compe-
tition by the literary association kvalI.

Gela Chkvanava is the author of collections of short stories and 
a novel: loCal ColorInG (short stories, 2004), torea-
DorS (Georgian and russian bilingual edition, 2006), on 
FaCebook (short stories, 2014), the DeSert oF DeaD 
SanD (novel, 2014).

Gela Chkvanava
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the Desert of DeaD sanD
novel. georgian. 188 pages 
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

The characters of very different social back-
grounds demonstrate a frightening nature 
hidden deep inside them – uncurbed am-
bitions and pathological drive which push 
them to their doom. here everyone is 
alone only confronted by the sand-colour 
Death that has no shadow. in fact it is their 
self-reflection they dread so much but are 
driven to in their desperation. here every-
one carries the burden of their past sins, 
just like a caravan lost among the endless 
sand dunes.

the Desert of DeaD sand was short-
listed in literary prize Saba for the best 
novel of the year 2015.

rights sold to:
about Facebook 
(short story) 
modern Georgian 
Prose anthology, aDk 
publishing, azerbaijan 
2015

english sample translation 
available.
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1961 – 2006.

his first solo War IS over was immediately noted, followed 
in 1993 by his first single Svan Song, recorded and produced in 
Germany. The debut was a significant milestone in the Geor-
gian alternative music, still retaining its importance. In 1994-
1995 he worked on the soundtrack for the film orPheuS’ 
Death.

apart from his career in music, Irakli Charkviani wrote poetry 
and prose. together with a group of friends, he founded the 
re-active Poetry. his autobiographical novel a Calm SWIm 
was published after his death.

 

IraklI CharkvIanI
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The calM sWiM is about two protagonists, the king and rumi, whose 
lives move in parallel worlds. They seem to be each other’s alter egos, thus 
their fates are linked to each other because they reflect two sides or natures 
of a single person. one of them is irakli charkviani, the king, the creative 
essence, while the other is rumi, an incarnation of the medieval sufi philoso-
pher, or the destroyer. The narrative takes us to two realities, the material and 
supra-material. lenin is yet another reincarnation in the novel, acting as von 
klein, an evil, bald robot. 

irakli charkviani’s confessional novel is akin to a historical chronicle, which 
includes less well-known facts from the recent history of the georgian politi-
cal life. Moreover, with its surrealistic aesthetics, the novel reads as an attempt 
to escape the soviet reality.

The calM sWiM is the first dystopian novel in the georgian literature. The 
world described in the non-material narrative of the novel is harsh: the em-
issaries of the evil power have set a limit to life. everyone must die at the age 
of 44, murder and suicide are highly encouraged, explained by the belief that 
the material reality is temporary and transient, while the immortality begins 
with moving to other dimensions, thus the people abiding to the imposed life 
restrictions are ‘doing a world of good’.

a calM sWiM
novel. georgian. 200 pages 
published: 2013
rights held: World rights

english sample translation 
available.
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born in 1986. 

In 2008 graduated from the Faculty of Jurisprundence, Shota 
meskhia zugdidi State Institute.

In 2007-2008 he was art editor of the public magazine Pre-
mIerI, in 2010-2011 deputy editor of the magazine kartu-
lI mtSerloba. he works at the publishing houses Intel-
ektI and artanuJI as coordinator of publication projects 
and editor. he is the author and editor-in-chief several publi-
cation projects. Since January 2013 he is a blogger of internet 
magazine maStSavlebelI.Ge

he has published short stories, miniatures and literary-documen-
tary essays in Georgian periodicals, and also collected stories: 
marJve na (2005), karaGma (2006), ultImum (2008), 
IlIa In SameGrelo (2009), Fontanelle (2011). last 
year was published his first novel 02:40Pm (2013).

zvIaD kvaratSkhelIa
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at a glace, Zviad kvaratskhelia’s novel is a 
story of one sin. The grave sin committed 
in their young days alienates the charac-
ters, among them the protagonist-narrator, 
but strangely enough draws them together, 
which makes the main plot axis and the 
chief object of the author’s explorations.

The reasons and the effects of the sin com-
mitted long ago are narrated in an involv-
ing manner, sometimes with the intensity 
of a detective story. 

Zviad kvaratskhelia’s novel 02:40pM is the 
winner of the most important georgian 
literary prize Saba (2014) for the best 
georgian novel.

02:40pM

novel. georgian. 222 pages
published: 2013
rights held: World rights

rights sold to:
maGana (short story) 
modern Georgian Short 
Stories, gece kitaplığı, 
turkey, 2015;

modern Georgian Prose 
anthology
aDk publishing, 
azerbaijan 2015

english sample translation 
available.
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born in 1980.

he is the author of three collections of short stories, three nov-
els, two plays and two screenplays.

he wrote the novel about the 2008 russian-Georgian conflict, 
which due to its tense plot and somewhat subjective naturalism 
has no alternative among other books about the recent war.

Guram megrelishvili was the leading script writer of the Geor-
gian large budget film Seazone. his play hoW to make a 
boy devoted to the problem of violence was awarded the un 
spe cial prize.

Guram meGrelIShvIlI
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an unsuccessful writer agrees to participate in an experiment which aims 
at enabling a mediocre writer to produce a piece of fiction of the highest 
quality.

The research is financed by the tWins anD Brothers, a well-known 
charity which had funded several questionable undertakings, such as cor-
nelius rhoads’ medical and the controversial ‘fear as Motivation’ exper-
iments carried out in Japan. The legend has it that the founders of the 
tWins anD Brothers were the gould brothers, the sons of ana 
gould, the last woman burnt at the stake. apparently, they had sworn on 
their mother’s ashes to revenge over the religious ignorance.

They believe that rather than separating people into racial, language or 
religious groups, the society should be divided into mental classes. Being 
the most progressive and advanced mentally, this dominant group will lead 
mankind. if the experiment proves worthwhile, the new model of the world 
order will be financed by The Brothers and twins. 

What happens when the basic human rights are violated in the name of good? 
What happens to the system which gets out of control? The readers can find 
out about these issues in the novel MoDel 18/12. The reading is even more 
interesting because the novel is written in ‘how to write a novel’ style.

MoDel 18/12
novel. georgian. 210 pages
published: 2015
rights held: World rights

rights sold to:
moDel 18/12 (novel)
fan noli, albania, 2015

english sample translation 
available.
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born in 1980.

In 2002 she graduated from the literature Department of the 
State Institute of Culture. apart from teaching, she worked 
for the literature section of the Patriarchate radio.

Intelekti published her following works: the Flannel-
ette ParaDISe (short stories, 2006), mIDnIGht lull-
aby (poems, 2008), WInGS anD hanDS (poems, 2011), 
the lIlaC SeaSon (short stories, 2013), the Shelter 
(short novel, 2013), PreGnant (novel, 2013) and a SeC-
onD here, a SeConD there (novel, 2013). 

In 2007 Giorgi Sikharulidze staged her play the Flannel-
ette ParaDISeIn lado meskhishvili Drama Theatre in 
kutaisi. In 2010 avto varsimashvili produced a film of the 
same title.

Several plays by nino Sadghobelashvili were staged in differ-
ent Georgian theatres. Since 2012 she has worked in the film 
 studio khomlI.

nIno SaDGhobelaShvIlI
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the shelter
novel. georgian. 108 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

Doctor l. s. takes a trip to a little-known 
shelter. he has seven days to complete his 
professional duty. The short novel is made 
of his daily records which he keeps dur-
ing his visit. consequently the reader can 
learn about it from this seven-day chroni-
cle, where seven certainly carries its sacral 
connotation but is also enriched with cer-
tain real-life escapades.

how can anyone’s life change in just seven 
days? and how can the change be brought 
about by a group of pariahs? What secrets 
does the shelter hide, the place forgotten 
by many but rather attractive for others? 
The reader will find many questions and 
discover their answers in the novel. 

rights sold to:
GoGIa (short story)
modern Georgian Prose 
anthology
aDk publishing, 
azerbaijan 2015

english sample translation 
available.





prose

nuGzar ShataIDze
Ina arChuaShvIlI
Iva PezuaShvIlI
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born in 1944.

after finishing School no. 62 in tbilisi, he graduated from 
Ivane Javakhishvili tbilisi State university, then studied phys-
ics in Georgian Polytechnic university.

at various times he worked as an engineer in different in-
dustries, then as a section head of lelo, a sports newspaper, 
head of Prose section in the meranI Publishing and the 
magazine omeGa.

his first short story WhIte FloWerS was published in 
1968 in the literary magazine tSISkarI. Since 1979 he has 
published several collections of novellas, stories and radio 
plays, among them: the olD CountrySIDe houSe 
(1990), november raIn (1990), euroPe’S not Forme 
(2004) and the other rIver bank (2010). he is the au-
thor of several feature and documentary film scripts, among 
them of the popular tv series hot DoG (co-author kote 
Jandieri). 

nuGzar ShataIDze
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trip to africa is a short story which was an instant success. in 2009 
the director giorgi ovashvili made a film the other Bank based 
on the story. it was shown at many international film festivals and in 
over thirty countries. nugzar shataidze was awarded a prize for the Best 
screenplay at Gonfreville Film Festival.

story about 12 years old boy who is the refugee from abkhazia, war took 
from him everything he dreamed about. This book is tedo’s attempt to 
find again hope and faith in his own person. 

The cooperation between the writer and director continued with the 
islanD, which the author saw as a literary screenplay for the future film 
called the corn islanD shortlisted on oscar 2015 for best foreign 
movies among 9 best films, the winner of karlovy vary international 
film festival. trieste film festival. 

The book is about georgian-abkhazian relationship. The action is on the 
small island formed after spring rains, were the peasants try to find rich 
soil to grow the corn. in the book on one of such islands abkhazian old 
man settles together with his grandchild, builds the wooden house and 
sows the corn. 

rights sold to:
travel to aFrICa 
(short story) 
modern Georgian Short 
Stories, gece kitaplığı, 
turkey, 2015;

modern Georgian Prose 
anthology
aDk publishing, 
azerbaijan 2015

english sample translation 
available.

trip to africa / the islanD
short stories. georgian. 146 pages
published: 2015
rights held: World rights
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born in 1969.

In 1995 Ina archuashvili graduated from the Georgian Philol-
ogy Department of Ivane Javakhishvili tbilisi State university. 
From 1995 she worked for newspapers and magazines ka-
vkaSIonI, hot ChoColate and arIlI. In 1999-2002 she 
taught Georgian language and literature at School no. 6.

together with her school students she published a collection 
open lesson in 2003. her stories have been published in 
various periodicals since 2008, among them: lIteraturulI 
PalItra, lIteratura(hot ChoColate literary sup-
plement), kartulI mtSerloba, ChvenI mtSerloba 
and lIteraturulI GazetI. her collection of short stories 
Inowas published in 2010 by Saari Publishers.

Ina archuashvili received: the 3rd prize of the 2010 Pen mar-
athon, the special prize of rezo Inanishvili; was also nomi-
nated for the 2011 Saba Prize. In 2013 she participated in the 
literary Seminar for writers and translators in lithuania.

her collection of novellas he WaS CalleD Watanabe was 
published in 2014 (Intelekti Publishers, editor Irakli kakabadze ). 

Ina arChuaShvIlI
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all short stories, each published for the first time, 
seem to have conspired not to reveal until the very 
last page the true reason they were written. But what 
makes them so memorable? open-ended human 
passion and unexplained relationships? seconds 
unnoticed at the time but becoming the focal point 
of the rest of one’s life? or simple stories of everyday 
life which only a highly skilled writer can turn into 
literature? 

The main asset of the book is the natural, unaffect-
ed narrative style, even when the author tackles 
completely different stories – the traveller’s 
notes and the lessons of sex. and all the 
while, we seem to hear Watanabe’s distinct voice, 
unlike anyone else’s: “i’ve lit the fire. isn’t it good?” 

The book was shortlisted in literary prize Saba for 
the best short stories collection of the year 2015.

he Was calleD WatanaBe
short stories. georgian. 146 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

rights sold to:
traveller’S 
lettterS (short story) 
modern Georgian Short 
Stories, gece kitaplığı, 
turkey, 2015

the leSSonS oF Sex 
(short story) 
modern Georgian 
Prose anthology, aDk 
publishing, azerbaijan 
2015

english sample translation 
available.
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born in 1990.

In 2011 Iva Pezuashvili graduated from the Feature Film De-
partment of Shota rustaveli Cinema and Theatre university.

In 2011 he was the winner of the autumn leGenD, the 
student literature competition, with his story alChu (lucky 
toss). In 2012 he made a film babazI, based on the story. he 
is the author of several tv documentary films.

he has been publishing his stories in periodicals since 2012. 
From 2014 he works on the script for the film series tIFlIS. 
Intelekti published in debut book I trIeD in 2014.

Iva PezuaShvIlI
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i trieD
short stories. georgian. 174 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

“as a rule, the first book is only an introduction of a new name and if one 
remembers the author, it’s already an achievement. however, it happens 
that the very first collection ushers in a true writer, so when one of his sto-
ries, The sky, was published in our magazine arili, i immediately sensed 
we were dealing with the instance when a young author was to prove he 
was the one who was here to stay.” (shadiman shamanadze)

“he is original, with a good sense of humour”, the jury said when giving 
iva pezuashvili the first prize in the student competition. since then i 
have been following his prose, becoming convinced that every new piece 
of writing was like a step leading upwards, towards the sky and soon his 
story The sky was published. he involved me in the narration, made me 
believe it, made me laugh, surprised me and then grabbed my heart, 
blocked my breathing... i looked up at the sky, thinking he was great to 
write like this.” (Theona Dolenjashvili)

The book was shortlisted in literary prize Saba for the best debut of the 
year 2015.

english sample translation 
available.





nonfiction
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born in 1965.

he lived in Georgia until the 1990s, and from school age worked 
on both the main and small stages of the rustaveli Theatre in 
productions such as hamlet (hamlet), the merChant oF 
venICe (Shylock), SamanIShvIlI’S StePmother (Platon), 
I thInk there WIll be a WInD tonIGht, and the DIa-
ry oF anne Frank.

Film: ninidze’s first film role was in tengiz abuladze’s film re-
PentanCe (1984, winner of three prizes at the 40th Cannes Film 
Festival). Since then he has appeared in films by many Georgian 
directors: aleqsandre rekhviashvili, keti Dolidze, nana Jor-
jadze, Dito tsintsadze, and others. at the same time he has been 
active in russian cinema since 1999, taking major roles in aleksei 
German’s PaPer SolDIer and unDer eleCtrIC ClouDS, 
bakhtyar khudojnazarov’s luna PaPa, rezo Gigineishvili’s 
love WIth an aCCent (Любовь с акцентом), evgeniy She-
lyakin’s blaCk anD WhIte (Ч/Б), and so on.

In 1993 he emigrated from Georgia to europe, and today he lives 
in vienna, austria. For the last 20 years he has been in continuous 
employment in english and German language films and television 
serials. In 2002 the film noWhere In aFrICa (dir. Caroline 
link) received the highest award of the american academy of 
motion Picture arts and Sciences – the oSCar. merab ninidze 
plays the main role in the film. In addition to his oscar, ninidze 
has received several european and russian prizes. Films in which 
he has participated are shown in CanneS, berlIn, and other 
european film festivals every year.

he has appeared in numerous German films by various directors. 
his most recent work to date is lou anDreaS Salome (rät-
selleben) (dir. Cordula kablitz). In this film merab ninidze plays 
the role of Friedrich Carl andreas, a German linguist and Iran 
scholar of armenian descent. The film will be released in 2016.

his most recent english language work to date is in Steven Spiel-
berg’s film brIDGe oF SPIeS. This film will be released at the 
end of 2015.

In 2015 Intelekti published his autobiographical novel every-
Where, even In aFrICa.

merab nInIDze
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This book contains the memoirs of an emigrant who left georgia twenty years 
ago and found a home and a role for himself in europe. it tells the tale of a 
hugely popular actor whose name has appeared not only on film credits and 
theatre posters, but also on the walls of apartment blocks in tbilisi, written 
there by his fans for all to see.

it describes the experiences of a man who, under a rain of bullets on rustaveli 
avenue, is given the strength to reach his home on the slopes of Mtatsminda 
by the freshly baked bread he clasps to his chest. The book also contains the 
impressions of a white-skinned man who, as his african friends come to learn, 
is not merely another Jack – another european invader – but a former subject 
of a colonial power, just like them.

as well as sensations from the everyday life of a man who dreams of playing 
haMlet and holDen caulfielD, and who roams the streets filled with 
thoughts on the eternal questions posed by these characters.

But perhaps the most important element of all is Merab ninidze’s enviable sin-
cerity, with which he turns every one of the events and episodes contained in 
this book into honest, interesting, and unique reading matter.

Merab ninidze (with Marika Bakuradze)
Whatever you Do, Don’t enD up an 
actor (everyWhere, even in africa)

autobiographical novel, georgian, 196 pages
published: 2015
rights held: World rights

english and russian sample 
translation available. 
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beSIk kharanaulI

born in 1939.

he graduated from the Philology Department of Ivane Java-
khishvili tbilisi university. his first poetic works appeared 
in 1954. he worked in the literary magazine mnatobI 
and in 1998-2002 was the director of the publishing house 
n akaDulI.

he is the author of more than twenty poetic collections and 
two prose books: ePIGraPhS For ForGotten DreamS 
and SIxty mounteD knIGhtSor the book oF hy-
PerboleS anD metaPhorS. 

his poetry is translated and published in German, Dutch, 
Italian, Czech, hungarian, russian, bulgarian and French. In 
2010 his long poem the book oF amba beSarIon was 
published in France.

he received the State award (1992), rustaveli Prize (2002), 
literary prize Saba (2004), President’s order of eminence 
(2010), literary prize Gala (2012). In 2011 and 2015 he was 
nominated for nobel PrIze. 

In 2015 he was awarded literary prize Saba for the special 
role in developing Georgian literature.
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translations froM 
aMerican
poetry. georgian. 138 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

The book Written in aMerican 
that the author came across accidentally 
and decided to translate for his readers is 
of the same kind of unidentified origin as 
many others ever written in the world.

it is nondescript in terms of its genre and 
plot as well because it is written by a “mi-
grating” author. The author-translator put 
a lot of effort into achieving the desired 
effect.

german sample translation 
available. 
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1938 – 1999.

In 1963 she graduated from tbilisi academy of Fine arts. her 
graduation work The School-leavers was highly praised and 
was sent to the student exhibition in moscow.

She participated in numerous all-union, Caucasian and 
republican exhibitions, also worked as an artistic director in 
the State tv Company and taught painting in the academy of 
Fine arts.

She illustrated many books, among them erlom akhvlediani’s 
book for children the Story oF a lazy mouSe.

her poems and essays were published in various periodicals 
since 1966, the main published books being: PoemS (1978), 
bIrDS SoarInG QuIetly (1982), WhIte vISItorS 
(1986), What I Don’t ForGet (1998), 100 PoemS 
(2010), From olD notebookS (2011).

In 1982 she was awarded the medal of the artIStS’ unIon 
for Davit kakabadze’s Portrait. In 2000 she posthumously 
received the Georgian State Prize.

eSma onIanI
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unique poetic vision, solid imagery and 
paradoxical allusions have always been the 
distinguishing features of esma oniani’s 
style. an exceptionally talented artist and 
poet, she has wholeheartedly dedicated her 
life to art, something which the readers 
will be convinced of when they familiarize 
themselves with the present collection. 

 

selecteD Works
poetry. georgian. 200 pages
published: 2010
rights held: World rights

rights sold to:
SeleCteD WorkS
(poetry)
nichts heist keine Farbe 
pop verlag, germany, 2015

german sample translation 
available. 
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born in 1977.

In 1999 she graduated from Ilia Chavchavadze university of 
Foreign languages and in 2001 took the Samultaneous transla-
tion courses. In 2007 she completed her master’s Degree in oslo 
university.

her poetry collections have been nominated for and awarded 
with numerous literary prizes. her poems are translated into 
the english, Dutch, Italian, azerbaijan and russian languages.

her poetry work includes: Photo-PIllS (2000), the Snake 
year (2004), a Permanent tattoo (2006), FraCtalS 
(2010), an abStraCt Prayer (2014).

She has translated: Sylvia Plath’s Poems (World Poetry Series, 
1999), virginia Woolf, a room oF one’S oWn (2007), Syl-
via Plath, the bell Jar (2009; 2014).

lela SamnIaShvIlI
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an aBstract prayer 
poetry. georgian. 52 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

one of the memorable voices in contem-
porary georgian poetry belongs to lela 
samniashvili. her poems are characterized 
with precision, austerity and original me-
lodic pattern.

an aBstract prayer was shortlisted 
in literary prize Saba for the best poetry 
collection in 2015.

english sample translation 
available. 
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born in 1983.

The author became known to the wide circle of readers due 
to his book antI-tkaoSanI (a word play on the famous 
medieval epic the knIGht In Panther’S SkIn), which 
provoked much controversy. Three years later, in 2010 he 
published his poetry collection aDvantaGe, which imme-
diately attracted attention.

In 2011 Paata Shamugia received Saba Prize for the best col-
lection of poems (the unSettleD). In 2012 the magazine 
hot ChoColate named him the Person of the year.

Intelekti has published SChIzoSoCIety, the collection of 
his most recent poems. his poetry is translated into the eng-
lish, russian, French, turkish and German languages. 

Paata ShamuGIa
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“When asked why i keep writing, i fear-
fully stare at the hump of the bottomless 
abyss between the question and my body”, 
the author says. fond of experimenting 
with the language, invariably intent on 
fresh metaphors, sleek epithets, spacious 
hyperboles and all-embracing allegories, 
paata shamugia is the master of skillfully 
mixing the comical with the tragic. The 
readers will find out more about his style 
and imagery when they read the present 
collection and become rightful members 
of the schizosociety.

paata shamugia’s schiZosociety is 
the winner of the most important geor-
gian literary prize Saba (2015) for the best 
georgian poetry.

schiZosociety
poetry. georgian. 96 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

english sample translation 
available. 
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GIorGI leonIDze

1899-1966.

Georgian poet, writer and literary critic. after finishing the 
tbilisi Spiritual Seminary in 1918, Giorgi leonidze became 
an editor of handwritten magazines GvIrGvInI and Pan-
DurI, which were produced by the Seminary. In the 1930s he 
initiated the founding of the mtatsminda museum of Writers, 
later transformed into the Georgian museum of literature, 
which he headed for many years. It was Giorgi leonidze’s 
another brilliant initiative to open a museum in Saguramo, 
the estate of Ilia Chavchavadze. In 1951-1953 he was chosen to 
chair the Georgian Writers’ union, and in 1957-1966 he was 
the head of the Shota rustaveli Institute of Georgian litera-
ture.

his first poem mtSkheta appeared in 1911, and since 1912 
his poems were published regularly. In 1918 Giorgi leonidze 
became closely involved with the blue horns, a group of 
young Georgian symbolist writers united by their aspiration 
to transfer modernism onto the Georgian soil and introduce 
new versification techniques.

Giorgi leonidze’s lyrical poems in general, especially his nI-
notSmInDa nIGht, the SonG oF the FIrSt SnoW, 
kIPChak’S nIGht, oleanD other maSterPIeCeS, 
determined his leading role in the Georgian poetry of the 
20th century. very importantly, he is the author of literary 
studies into the Georgian past, which was reflected in his lyri-
cal cycle of poems kartlIS tSkhovreba (life of kartli), 
giving insight into the tragic life of a small nation. his deeply 
patriotic poems dedicated to the bravery and tragic fate of the 
WW2 soldiers have long become folk songs.

Giorgi leonidze is buried in the mtatsminda Pantheon of 
Writers and Public Figures. 
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The georgian classic writer’s book was written in 1962, but still impresses 
readers with its exquisite language and tragic characters. The collection of 
stories has been published many times over the years, but now we offer a 
new, illustrated publication (artist teona chanishvili).

This book is some sorts of mosaic of a small village before revolution. in 
which the truth is organically connected to conditionality. in this world 
of idealists, dreamers, naughty and ambitious people the main theme is 
the tragic love story of Marita and gedia. Marita is a symbol of georgian 
beauty.

people living in poverty work hard to earn some money and dream about 
lucky future. everyone is looking for their talisman, everyone is asking to 
the wishing tree that their dreams have come true. 

in 1976 tengiz abuladze directed a highly-acclaimed film based on giorgi 
leonidze’s collection of short stories natvris khe (The Wishing tree), 
which had been a milestone of georgian prose the moment it was first 
published in 1962. The movie received karlovi vari prize.

the Wishing tree
classics. georgian. 252 pages
published: 2015
rights held: World rights

german sample translation 
available. 
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1924 – 1986.

he was arrested at the age of 21 and exiled into the Soviet 
camp where he spent eight years followed by a three-year set-
tlement sentence. at the time he met a. Solzhenitsyn, whose 
several characters bear clear resemblance to levan bolkvadze.

being a philologist by education affected his writing because 
there is a certain standard of refinement reached by those 
writers who treat language not as a mere means of expression 
but the object of study. the Story oF a boy Who WaS 
In a tale is his only published book.

levan bolkvaDze
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the story of a Boy Who 
Was in a tale
classics. georgian. 152 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

“The book is a musical performance, a 
drawing, a festive celebration. it reads like 
the fireworks of reality masked by fantasy 
which has not only withstood the test of 
time, but turned out to be amazingly appro-
priate in the context of modern georgia.” 
(Maka Jokhadze)

“at the age of 21, levan Bolkvadze was ar-
rested and sentenced to eight years in gu-
lag, where he met solzhenytsin. several 
characters of the russian writer clearly bear 
certain traits typical of our countryman. 
levan Bolkvadze’s writing is distinct due to 
its precision and exquisite style, proving the 
fact that such standards can be achieved if a 
person’s education included language as an 
object of study.” (giga Zedania)

rights sold to:
the Story oF a boy 
Who WaS In a tale 
(calassics)
aDk publishing, 
azerbaijan 2015

english sample translation 
available.
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compiled by tamaz vasadze

StorIeS 
about SovIet 
GeorGIa
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The book is a literary reflection of one of the most dramatic periods in 
georgia’s history.

literature seems to be the most truthful witness of historical events, the 
most unbiased, as well as the most faithful keeper of the past. The samples 
of the georgian literature published in the present book are an excellent 
illustration of how our recent past can be reflected in fiction.

The stories by the georgian writers give us a wonderful opportunity to 
trace the historic stages our country went though, to directly experience 
the life under the soviet regime, along with its sick nature manifested in 
various ways. The characters, their lives and activities clearly serve as a 
proof of the human fate in soviet georgia.

The publication contains stories by leo kiacheli, nikolo mitsishvili, 
mikheil Javakhishvili, konstantine Gamsakhurdia, Demna Shengelaia, 
Giorgi leonidze, otar Chkheidze, revaz Cheishvili, nodar Dumbadze, 
Guram rcheulishvili, Shota Chantladze, revaz Inanishvili, Jemal top-
uridze, nodar tsuleiskiri, Jemal karchkhadze, vladimer Sikharulidze, 
Irakli kastrashvili and nugzar Shataidze.

classic. georgian. 372 pages
published: 2014
rights held: World rights

english sample translation 
available.
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